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Abstract
Controversy exists on whether differentiable neu-
ral architecture search methods discover wiring
topology effectively. To understand how wiring
topology evolves, we study the underlying mecha-
nism of several existing differentiable NAS frame-
works. Our investigation is motivated by three ob-
served searching patterns of differentiable NAS:
1) they search by growing instead of pruning; 2)
wider networks are more preferred than deeper
ones; 3) no edges are selected in bi-level opti-
mization. To anatomize these phenomena, we
propose a unified view on searching algorithms
of existing frameworks, transferring the global
optimization to local cost minimization. Based
on this reformulation, we conduct empirical and
theoretical analyses, revealing implicit inductive
biases in the cost’s assignment mechanism and
evolution dynamics that cause the observed phe-
nomena. These biases indicate a strong discrim-
ination towards certain topologies. To this end,
we pose questions that future differentiable meth-
ods for neural wiring discovery need to confront,
hoping to evoke a discussion and rethinking on
how much bias has been enforced implicitly in
existing NAS methods.
1. Introduction
Neural architecture search (NAS) aims to design neural ar-
chitecture in an automatic manner, eliminating efforts in
heuristics-based architecture design. Its paradigm in the
past was mainly black-box optimization (Stanley & Miikku-
lainen, 2002; Zoph & Le, 2016; Kandasamy et al., 2018).
Failing to utilize the derivative information in the objective
makes them computationally demanding. Recently, differen-
tiable architecture search (Liu et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018;
Cai et al., 2018) came in as a much more efficient alternative,
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Figure 1. Evolution of the wiring topology with the largest prob-
ability in SNAS. Edges are dropped in the beginning. Final cells
show preference towards width.
obtaining popularity once at their proposal. These methods
can be seamlessly plugged into the computational graph for
any generic loss, for which the convenience of automated
differentiation infrastructure can be leveraged. They have
also exhibited impressive versatility in searching not only
operation types but also kernel size, channel number (Peng
et al., 2019), even wiring topology (Liu et al., 2018; Xie
et al., 2018).
The effectiveness of wiring discovery in differentiable archi-
tecture search, however, is controversial. Opponents argue
that the topology discovered is strongly constrained by the
manual design of the supernetwork (Xie et al., 2019). And
it becomes more speculative if ones take a close look at
the evolution process, as shown in Fig.1. From the view of
networks with the largest probability, all edges tend to be
dropped in the beginning, after which some edges recover.
The recovery seems slower in depth-encouraging edges and
final cells show preference towards width. These patterns
occur under variation of search space and search algorithms.
A natural question to ask is, if there exists such a universal
regularity, why bother searching the topology?
In this work, we study the underlying mechanism of this
wiring evolution. We start from unifying existing differen-
tiable NAS frameworks, transferring NAS to a local cost
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minimization problem at each edge. As the decision variable
at each edge is enumerable, this reformulation makes it pos-
sible for an analytical endeavor. Based on it, we introduce a
scalable Monte Carlo estimator of the cost that empowers
us with a microscopic view of the evolution. Inspired by ob-
servations at this level, we conduct empirical and theoretical
study on the cost assignment mechanism and the cost evo-
lution dynamics, revealing their relation with the surrogate
loss. Based on the results and analysis, we conclude that
patterns above are caused (at least partially) by inductive
biases in the training/searching scheme of existing NAS
frameworks. In other words, there exists implicit discrimi-
nation towards certain types of wiring topology that are not
necessarily worse than others if trained alone. This discov-
ery poses challenges to future proposals of differentiable
neural wiring discovery. To this end, we want to evoke a dis-
cussion and rethinking on how much bias has been enforced
implicitly in existing neural architecture search methods.
2. Background
2.1. Search Space as a Directed Acyclic Graph
The recent trend to automatically search for neural architec-
tures starts from Zoph & Le (2016). They proposed to model
the process of constructing a neural network as a Markov
Decision Process, whose policy is optimized towards archi-
tectures with high accuracy. Then moving their focus to
the design of search space, they further proposed ENAS in
Pham et al. (2018). Particularly, they introduced a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of the search space,
which is followed by later cell-based NAS frameworks (Liu
et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018). Since this DAG is one of the
main controversial points on the effectiveness of differen-
tiable neural wiring discovery, we provide a comprehensive
introduction to fill readers in with the background. Fig.2
illustrates a minimal cell containing all distinct components.
Nodes Xi in this DAG represent feature maps. Two differ-
ent types of nodes are colored differently in Fig.2. Input
nodes and output nodes (blue) are nodes indicating the inter-
connection between cells. Here for instance, X0 represents
both the input to this cell and the output from the previous
cell. Similarly, X1 represents both the input to this cell
and the output from the one before the previous cell. In
symmetry, X4 is the output of this cell, and is also the input
to some next cells. Between input nodes and output nodes,
there are intermediate nodes (orange). The number of each
type of nodes are hyper-parameters of this design scheme.
Edges (i, j) represent information flows between nodes Xi
and Xj . Every intermediate node is connected to all previ-
ous nodes with smaller indices. If the edge is between an
input node and an intermediate node, it is called input edge.
If its vertices are both intermediate nodes, it is called inter-
X_1
X_0 X_3
X_2 X_4
edge3
edge1
edge2
edge0 edge4
Input Edge Intermediate Edge Output Edge
Figure 2. A minimal cell is a cell with 2 intermediate nodes (or-
ange), two input nodes and one output node (blue). Edges con-
necting input nodes and intermediate nodes (edge0− edge3) are
called input edges; edges between two intermediate nodes are
intermediate edges (edge4); others are output edges which are
skip-connections and concatenated together.
mediate edge. The rest are output edges, concatenating all
intermediate nodes together to the output node. Notice that
all edges except output edges are compounded with a list
of operation candidatesOi,j . Normally, candidates include
convolution, pooling and skip-connection, augmented with
a ReLU-Conv-BN or Pool-BN stacking.
2.2. Differentiable Neural Architecture Search
Model-free policy search methods in ENAS leave over the
derivative information in network performance evaluators
and knowledge about the transition model, two important
factors that can boost the optimization efficiency. Build-
ing upon this insight, differentiable NAS frameworks are
proposed (Liu et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018). Their key con-
tributions are novel differentiable instantiations of the DAG,
representing not only the search space but also the network
construction process. Notice that the operation selection
process can be materialized as
O˜i,j(·) = ZTi,jOi,j(·), (1)
i.e. multiplying a one-hot random variableZi,j to each edge
(i, j). And if we further replace the non-differentiable net-
work accuracy with differentiable surrogate loss, e.g. train-
ing loss or testing loss, the NAS objective would become
EZ∼pα(Z)[Lθ(Z)], (2)
where α and θ are parameters of architecture distribution
and operations respectively, and Lθ is the surrogate loss,
which can be calculated on either training sets as in single-
level optimization or testing sets in bi-level optimization.
For classification,
Lθ = E(xb,yb)∼D[CE(gθ(xb), yb)], (3)
where D denotes dataset, (xb, yb) is b-th pair of input and
label, gθ is the output of the sampled network, CE is the
cross entropy loss.
DARTS (Liu et al., 2018) and SNAS (Xie et al., 2018)
deviate from each other on how to make pα in EZ∼pα [.]
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differentiable. DARTS relaxes Eq.1 continuously with de-
terministic weights Zˆki,j . SNAS keeps the network sampling
process represented by Eq.1, while making it differentiable
with the softened one-hot random variable Z˜i,j from the
gumbel-softmax technique:
Zˆki,j =
e(logα
k
i,j)/λ∑n
l=0 e
(logαli,j)/λ
, Z˜ki,j =
e(logα
k
i,j+G
k
i,j)/λ∑n
l=0 e
(logαli,j+G
l
i,j)/λ
,
where λ is the temperature of the softmax, Gki,j =
− log(− log(Uki,j)) is the k-th Gumbel random variable,
Uki,j is a uniform random variable. A detailed discussion on
SNAS’s benefits over DARTS from this sampling process is
provided in Xie et al. (2018).
2.3. Neural Wiring Discovery
The sophisticated design scheme in Sec.2.1 is expected to
serve the purpose of neural wiring discovery, more specifi-
cally, simultaneous search of operation and topology, two
crucial aspects in neural architecture design (He et al., 2016).
Back to the example in Fig.2, if the optimized architecture
does not pick any candidate at all input edges from certain
input nodes, e.g. edge1 and edge3, it can be regarded as a
simplified inter-cell wiring structure is discovered. Similarly,
if the optimized architecture does not pick any candidate
at certain intermediate edges, a simplified intra-cell wiring
structure is discovered. In differentiable NAS frameworks
(Liu et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2018), this is achieved by adding
a None operation to the candidate list. The hope is that
finally some None operations will be selected.
However, effectiveness of differentiable neural wiring dis-
covery has become speculative recently. On the one hand,
only searching for operations in the single-path setting such
as ProxylessNAS (Cai et al., 2018) and SPOS (Guo et al.,
2019) reaches state-of-the-art performance, without signifi-
cant modification on the overall training scheme. Xie et al.
(2019) searches solely for topology with random graph gen-
erators, achieves even better performance. On the other
hand, post hoc analysis has shown that networks with width-
preferred topology similar to those discovered in DARTS
and SNAS are easier to optimize comparing with their depth-
preferred counterparts (Shu et al., 2020). Prior to these
works, there has been a discussion on the same topic, al-
though from a low-level view. Xie et al. (2018) points out
that the wiring discovery in DARTS is not a direct deriva-
tion from the optimized operation weight. Rather, None
operation is excluded during final operation selection and
an post hoc scheme to select edges with top-k weight from
is designed for the wiring structure. They further illustrate
the bias of this derivation scheme. Although this bias exists,
some recent works have reported impressive results based
on DARTS (Xu et al., 2019; Chu et al., 2019), especially in
wiring discovery (Wortsman et al., 2019).
Figure 3. Evolution of pα with epochs on each edge in SNAS. 7,
8, 11, 12, 13 are intermediate edges where None dominates others.
This domination is manifested as the width preference. The rest are
input edges, where None only dominates in the beginning. Other
operations then become the most likely ones, exhibiting the growth
tendency.
In this work, we conduct a genetic study on differentiable
neural wiring discovery.
3. Motivating observations
Three evolution patterns occur in networks with largest prob-
ability when we replicate experiments of DARTS, SNAS,
and DSNAS1 (Fig. 3):
• (P1) Growing tendency: Even though starting from a
fully-connected super-network, the wiring evolution
with single-level optimization is not a pruning process.
Rather, all edges are dropped2 in the beginning. Some
of them then gradually recover.
• (P2) Width preference: Intermediate edges barely re-
cover from the initial drop, even in single-level opti-
mization, unless the search space is exetremely small.
• (P3) Catastrophic failure: If bi-level optimization is
used, where architecture parameters are updated with a
held-out set, no edge can recover from the initial drop.
These patterns are universal in the sense that they robustly
hold with variation of random seeds, learning rate, the num-
ber of cells, the number of nodes in a cell, and the number
of operation candidates at each edge. More evolution details
are provided in Appx.A.
1We extend single-path DSNAS to cells. All setting same as in
Xie et al. (2018), except no resource constraint.
2Drop is soft as it describes the probability of operations.
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4. A unified framework for differentiable NAS
Universal phenomena reported above motivate us to seek for
a unified framework. In Sec. 2.2, we unify the formulation
of DARTS and SNAS. However, this high-level view does
not provide us with much insight on the underlying mecha-
nism of architecture evolution. Apart from this high-level
unification, Xie et al. (2018) also provides a microscopic
view by deriving the policy gradient equivalent of SNAS’s
search gradient
Ep(Z˜)[
∂L
∂αki,j
] = Ep(Z˜)[∇αki,j log p(Z˜)[
∂L
∂xj
OTi,j(xi)Z˜i,j ]c],
where Z˜i,j is the gumbel-softmax random variable, [·]c
denotes that · is a cost independent from α for gradient
calculation, L highlights the approximation introduced by
Z˜i,j . Zooming from the global-level objective to local-
level cost minimization, it naturally divides the intractable
NAS problem into tractable ones, because we only have a
manageable set of operation candidates. In this section we
generalize it to unify other differentiable NAS frameworks.
Recently, Hu et al. (2020) propose to approximate it at the
discrete limit limλ→0 Z˜ = Z, and the gradient above comes
Ep(Z)[∇αki,j log p(Zi,j)[
∂L
∂xj
∑
k
Oki,j(xi)Z
k
i,j ]c],
where Zi,j is a strictly one-hot random variable, Zki,j is the
kth element in it. Exploiting the one-hot nature of Zi,j , i.e.
only Zsi,j on edge (i, j) is 1, others i.e. Z
rs
i,j are 0, they
further reduce the cost function to
C(Zi,j) =
∑
k
∂L
∂xj
Oki,j(xi)Z
k
i,j =
∂L
∂xij
xij =
∂L
∂Zsi,j
.
We can also derive the cost function of DARTS and Proxy-
lessNAS in a similar form:
∂LDARTS
∂αi,j
=
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
C(Zˆi,j), C(Zˆi,j) =
∂L
∂Zˆi,j
,
∂LProxyless
∂αi,j
=
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
C(Zi,j), C(Zi,j) =
∂L
∂Zi,j
,
where LDARTS and LProxyless highlight the loss is an ap-
proximation of EZ [L]. Zˆi,j highlights the attention-based
estimator, also referred to as the straight-through technique
(Bengio et al., 2013). Zi,j is inherited from above. Details
are provided in Appx.B.
Seeing the consistency in these gradients, we reformulate ar-
chitecture optimization in existing differentiable NAS frame-
works as local cost optimization with:
∂
∂αi,j
EZi,j∼p(Zi,j)[C(Zi,j)], C(Zi,j) =
∂L
∂xij
xij =
∂L
∂Zsi,j
.
(4)
Previously, Xie et al. (2018) interpreted this cost as the
first-order Taylor decomposition (Montavon et al., 2017) of
the loss with a convoluted notion, effective layer. Aiming
at a cleaner perspective, we expand the point-wise form
of the cost, with Xij denoting the feature map from edge
(i, j), Zri,j denoting marginalizing out all other edges ex-
cept (i, j), w, h, c, b denoting the width, height, channel and
batch size:
C(Zi,j) = EZri,j [
∑
w,h,c,b
∂L
∂[Xij ]
whcb
[Xij ]
whcb]. (5)
5. Analysis
It does not come straightforward how this cost minimization
(Eq.4) achieves wiring topology discovery. In this section,
we conduct an empirical and theoretical study on the as-
signment and the dynamics of the cost with the training of
operation parameters θ and how it drives the evolution of
wiring topology. Our analysis focuses on the appearance
and disappearance of None operation because the wiring
evolution is a manifestation of choosing None or not at
edges. We start by digging into statistical characteristics
of the cost behind phenomena in Sec.3 (Sec.5.1). We then
derive the cost assignment mechanism from output edges to
input edges and intermediate edges (Sec. 5.2) and introduce
the dynamics of the total cost, a strong indicator for the
growing tendency (Sec. 5.3). By exhibiting the unequal
assignment of cost (Sec. 5.4), we explain the underlying
cause of width preference. Finally, we discuss the excep-
tional cost tendency in bi-level optimization, underpinning
catastrophic failure (Sec. 5.5). Essentially, we reveal the
aforementioned patterns are rooted in some inductive biases
in existing differentiable NAS frameworks.
5.1. Statistics of cost
Since the cost of None fixes as 0, the network topology
is determined by signs of cost of other operations, which
may change with operation parameters θ updated. Though
we cannot analytically calculate the expected cost of other
operations, we can estimate it with Monte Carlo simulation.
To simplify the analysis without lost of generality, we con-
sider DSNAS on one minimal cell with only one interme-
diate edge (Fig.2). Later we will show why conclusions on
this cell is generalizable. One cell is sufficient since cost
at the last cell dominates with at least one-degree-larger
magnitude, which can be explained by the vanishing gra-
dient phenomenon. All experiments reported below are
on CIFAR-10 dataset. The Monte Carlo simulation is con-
ducted in this way. After initialization3, subnetworks are
sampled uniformly with weight parameters θ and architec-
ture parameters α fixed. And cost of each sampled opera-
3 in the batch normalization is set to be 1e-5.
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Figure 4. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) (a) at initialization and (b) near convergence of θ.
tion at each edge is stored. After 50 epochs of sampling,
statistics of the cost are calculated.
Surprisingly, for all operations except None, cost is inclined
towards positive at initialization (Fig.4(a)). Similarly, we
estimate the cost mean statistics after updating weight pa-
rameters θ for 150 epochs4 with architecture parameters α
still fixed. As shown in Fig.4(b), most of the cost becomes
negative. It then becomes apparent that None operations
are preferred in the beginning as they minimize these costs.
While after training, the cost minimizer would prefer oper-
ations with the smallest negative cost. We formalize this
hypothesis as:
Hypothesis: Cost of operations except None are positive
near initialization. It eventually turns negative with the
training of operation parameters. Cell topology thus exhibits
a tendency of growing.
Though Fig.4(a)(b) show statistics of the minimal cell, this
Monte Carlo estimation can scale up to more cells with more
nodes. In our analysis method, it works as a microscope to
the underlying mechanism. We provide its instantiation in
original training setting (Xie et al., 2018) i.e. stacking 8 cells
with 4 intermediate nodes in Appx.C, whose inclination is
consistent with the minimal cell here.
5.2. The cost assignment mechanism
To theoretically validate this hypothesis, we analyze the
sign-changing behavior of the cost (Eq.5). We start by
listing the circumscription, eliminating possible confusion
in derivation below.
Definition 1. Search space A = {base architecture (DAG)
A: A can be constructed as in Sec. 2.1}.
Although Eq.5 generally applies to search space such as cell-
based, single-path or modular, in this work we showcase
the wiring evolution in A w.o.l.g. We recommend readers
to review Sec. 2.1 before continue reading. Particularly, we
want to remind readers that intermediate edges are those
connecting intermediate nodes.
We first study the assignment mechanism of cost, which by
4Here we strictly follow the training setup in (Liu et al., 2018),
with BN affine (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) disabled.
intuition is driven by gradient back-propagation.
There are basically two types of edges in terms of gradient
back-propagation. The more complicated ones are edges
pointing to nodes with outgoing intermediate edges. For in-
stance, edge0 and edge1 in Fig. 2. Take edge0 for example,
its cost considers two paths of back-propagation, i.e. 1st
path (4-2-0) and 2nd path (4-3-2-0):
C(Zs0,2) =
∂Lθ
∂X24
∂X24
∂X02
X02 +
∂Lθ
∂X34
∂X34
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02
=
∂Lθ
∂X24
X02 +
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 ,
(6)
where ∂Lθ
∂X24
X02 and
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 denote the cost functions
calculated from first path and second path respectively, and
we haveX24 =X
0
2 +X
1
2 at the 1
st path andX34 =X
0
3 +
X13 +X
2
3 on the 2
nd path,Xij is result from edge (i, j).
The rest are edges pointing to nodes whose only outgoing
edges are output edges, e.g. edge2, edge3 and edge4. Take
edge2 for example, its cost only involves one path of back-
propagation, i.e., (4-3-0):
C(Zs0,3) =
∂Lθ
∂X34
∂X34
∂X03
X03 =
∂Lθ
∂X34
X03 . (7)
Even though Eq.6 seems to have one more term than Eq.7
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 , we can prove that this term equals 0 in the
current setup of differentiable NAS:
Theorem 1. A path does not distribute cost from its output
edge after passing one intermediate edge.
Proof. (Sketch) LetX ∈ RB×Cout×Wout×Hout denotes the
Conv output in edge 4, we expandC(Zs0,2) at path (4-3-2-0):
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 =
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
X02 .
Expanding to the element-wise calculation, we can prove
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
X02 =
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X.
Exploiting the property of normalization, we have
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X = 0.
Check Appx.D for the full proof. Note that this result can
be generalized to arbitrary back-propagation path involving
intermediate edges. The theorem is thus proved.
By Thm.1, cost on edge(i, j) is only distributed from its
subsequent output edge(j, out). Subsequent intermedi-
ate edge(j, k) does not contribute to it. As illustrated in
Fig.5(a)(b), Thm.1 reveals the difference between the cost
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a
add
4
1
0
3
2
add
concat
4-3-0 4-2-04-3-2-0Gradient:
b
4-2-04-3-24-3-0Cost:
concat
4
1
0
3
2
add
add
Figure 5. (a) Gradient back-prop in the minimal cell and (b) cost
assignment in the minimal cell. Note that their difference on edge
(0, 2) is caused by the absorption of cost on edge (2, 3).
1
0
3
2 0-2-00-3-20-3-0Cost:
0
Figure 6. Cost assignment in the last two cells. Cost of the left cell
originates from node 0 of the right cell and should sum up to zero.
assignment and gradient back-propagation.5 An edge only
involves in one layer of cost assignment. With this theorem,
the second term ∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 in Eq.6 can be dropped. Eq.6
is thus in the same form as Eq.7. That is, this theorem brings
about a universal form of cost on all edges:
Corollary 1.1. Total cost distributes to edges in the same
cell as
∂Lθ
∂Xoutput
Xoutput =
∑
j
∂Lθ
∂Xjoutput
(
∑
i<j
Xij),
where Xoutput is the output node, j ∈ {intermediate
nodes}, i ∈ {all nodes: i < j}.
For example, in the minimal cell above, we have
∂Lθ
∂X4
X4 =
∂Lθ
∂X34
(X03 +X
1
3 +X
2
3 ) +
∂Lθ
∂X24
(X02 +X
1
2 ).
In the remaining parts of this paper, we would refer to
∂Lθ
∂Xoutput
Xoutput with the cost at output nodes, and refer
to ∂Lθ
∂Xjoutput
(
∑
i<jX
i
j) with the cost at intermediate nodes.
Basically these are cost sums of edges pointing to nodes.
Even though all cells have this form of cost assignment, we
can prove the total cost in each cell except the last one sum
up to 0. More formally:
Corollary 1.2. In cells except the last, for intermediate
nodes that are connected the same output node, cost of
edges pointing to them sums up to 0.
5It thus implies that the notion of multiple effective layers in
Xie et al. (2018) is a illusion in search space A.
Figure 7. (a) Averaged cost on each edge of the second last cell.
(b) Averaged cost on each edge of the last cell.The cost sum of
edges in (a) is 0, but it is not 0 in (b).
Proof. For all search spaces inA, input nodes of the last cell
e.g X0, are the output node of previous cells, if they exist
(Sec.2.1). Consider the output node of the second last cell.
The cost sum at this node is distributed from the last cell
along paths with at least one intermediate node, e.g. (4-2-0)
and (4-3-2-0), as illustrated in Fig.6. By Thm.1, this cost
sum is 0. The same claim for output nodes in other cells can
be proved by induction. Check Fig.7 for a validation.
5.3. Cost dynamics at output edges of the last cell
Let us take a close look at the total cost of the last cell.
Theorem 2. Cost at output edges of the last cell has the
form CZ = Lθ − Hθ. It is negatively related to classifi-
cation accuracy. It tends to be positive at low accuracy,
negative at high accuracy.
Proof. (Sketch) Negatively related: We can first prove that
for the last cell’s output edges, cost of one batch M with
sampled architecture Z has an equivalent form:
CZ =
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X4]b,c,d
[X4]b,c,d = Lθ −Hθ, (8)
where Lθ is Eq.3, Hθ is the entropy of network output. Ob-
viously, the cost sum is positively correlated to the loss, thus
negatively correlated to the accuracy. With Ybn denoting the
output of n-th node from b-th image, we have
CZ =
1
B
∑
b,n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn]. (9)
Positive at low accuracy: Exploiting normalization and
weight initialization, we have:
Eθ0 [CZ > 0],
since Ey1,y2∼N (0,·)[y1 exp (y1 + y2)] > 0.
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Figure 8. (a) Loss curve and accuracy curve. (b) Averaged cost on
each edge and their sum. Note the correlation between (a) and (b).
Negative at high accuracy: With operation parameters up-
dated towards convergence, the probability of b-th image
being classified to the correct label nb increases towards 1.
Since Ybnb = max {Ybn}, we have
CZ ∝
∑
n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn]
≤
∑
n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybnb ] = 0.
Derivation details can be found in Appx.E.
As shown in Fig.8, cost of output edges at the last cell starts
positive and eventually becomes negative. Intuitively, be-
cause θ andα are both optimized to minimize Eq.2, training
θ is also minimizing the cost. More formally, Eq.8 bridges
the dynamics of cost sum with the learning dynamics (Saxe
et al., 2014; Liao & Couillet, 2018) of θ and α:
∂Csum(t)
∂t
=
∂Eα[CZ(t)]
∂t
=
∂Eα[Lθ(t)]
∂t
− ∂Eα[Hθ(t)]
∂t
.
The cost sum in one batch decreases locally if ∂Eα[Lθ(t)]∂t <
∂Eα[Hθ(t)]
∂t , increases locally if
∂Eα[Lθ(t)]
∂t >
∂Eα[Hθ(t)]
∂t . By
Thm.2, the global trend of the cost sum at the last cell should
be decreasing.
Remark 1. If the trends of cost at all edges are consistent
with Thm.2, eventually the growing tendency (P1) occurs.
5.4. Distinction of intermediate edges
If all edges are born equally, then by the cost assignment
mechanism in Sec.5.2, what edges are finally picked would
be dependent mainly on the task specification (dataset and
objective) and randomness (lottery ticket hypothesis (Fran-
kle & Carbin, 2018)), possibly also affected by the base
architecture. But it does not explain the width preference.
The width preference implies the distinction of intermediate
edges. To analyze it, we further simplify the minimal cell
assuming the symmetry of X0 and X1, as shown in Fig.9.
a
0 3
2
1
b
0 3
2
1
3-2-0 3-1-03-2-1-0Gradient: 3-1-03-2-13-2-0Cost:
Figure 9. Gradient back-prop and cost assignment in (a) simplified
cells and (b) modified cells. Note the difference on path 3-1-0.
Fig.10(a) shows the cost estimated with the Monte Carlo
estimation, averaged over operations. Cost at interme-
diate edge(1, 2) is higher than cost of the same opera-
tion at edge(0, 2), no matter whether there is sampling on
edge(0, 1) or not, or how many operation candidates on
each edge. We describe these various settings in Appx.F.
We conjecture that the distinctiveness of cost at intermediate
edges is associated with the fact that it is less trained than
input edges. It may be their lag in training that induces
a lag in the cost-decreasing process, with a higher loss
than frequently-trained counterparts. Why are they less
trained? Note that in A every input must be followed by
an output edge. Reflected in the simplified cell, θ0,1 and
θ0,2 are always trained as long as they are not sampled
as None. Particularly, θ0,1 is updated with gradients from
two paths (3-2-1-0) and (3-1-0). When None is sampled
on edge(1, 2), θ0,1 can be updated with gradient from path
(3-1-0). However, when a None is sampled on edge(0, 1),
θ1,2 cannot be updated because its input is zero. Even if
None is not included in edge(0, 1), there are more model
instances on path (3-2-1-0) than path (3-2-0) and (3-1-0)
that share the training signal.
We design controlled experiment by deleting the output
edge(1, 3) and fixing operation at edge(0, 1), as shown in
Fig.9(b). This is no longer an instance of A since one in-
termediate node is not connected to output node. But in
this base architecture path (3-2-1-0) can be trained with
equal frequency as (3-2-0). As shown in Fig.9(d), the cost
bias on edge(1, 2) is resolved. Interestingly, path (3-2-1-0)
is deeper than (3-2-0), but the cost on edge(0, 2) becomes
positive and dropped. The preference of the search al-
gorithm is altered to be depth over width. Hence the
distinction of intermediate edges is likely due to unequal
training between edges caused by base architecture design
in A, subnet sampling and weight sharing.
Remark 2. InA, with subnet sampling and weight sharing,
for edges pointing to the same node, cost at intermediate
edges is higher than input edges with the same operation.
Given a system in A following Remark 1, the cost sum
eventually decreases to become negative. Since the cost at
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Figure 10. Averaged cost on each edge (a) in various settings on
simplified cells and (b) fixing op on edge (0, 1) in modified cells.
In (a) multiple curves are for multiple settings, see Appx.F.
intermediate edges tend to be higher than cost on input
edges, if there is at least one edge with positive cost in
the middle of evolution, this one must be an intermedi-
ate edge. It then becomes clear why intermediate edges
recovers from the initial drop much later than input edges.
Remark 3. In A, with Remark 1&2, the width preference
(P2) occurs during the wiring evolution, even though in
some situations intermediate edges finally recover.
5.5. Effect of bi-level optimization
Until now we do not distinguish between single-level opti-
mization and bi-level ones on α. This is because the cost
minimization formulation Eq.4 generally applies to both.
However, that every edge drops and almost none of them
finally recovers in DARTS’s bi-level version seems excep-
tional. As shown in Fig.11(a), the cost sum of edges even
increases, which is to the opposite of Thm.2 and Remark 2.
Because the difference between bi-level optimization and
the single-level is that the cost is calculated on a held-out
search set, we scrutinize its classification loss Lθ and output
entropy Hθ, whose difference by Thm.2 is the cost sum.
Fig.11(b) shows the comparison of Lθ and Hθ in the train-
ing set and the search set. For correct classification, Lθ
and Hθ are almost comparable in the training set and the
search set. But for data classified incorrectly, the classifica-
tion loss Lθ is much larger in the search set. That is, data
in the search set are classified poorly. This can be be ex-
plained by overfitting. Apart from that, Hθ in the search set
is much lower than its counterpart in the training set. This
discrepancy inHθ was previously discussed in the Bayesian
deep learning literature: the softmax output of deep neural
nets under-estimates the uncertainty. We would like to di-
rect readers who are interested in a theoretical derivation
to Gal & Ghahramani (2016). In sum, subnetworks are
erroneously confident in the held-out set, on which their
larger Lθ actually indicates their misclassification. As a
result, the cost sum in bi-level optimization becomes more
and more positive. None operation is chosen at all edges.
train search
Ccorrect -0.11 -0.11
Lcorrect 0.06 0.08
Hcorrect 0.17 0.19
Cwrong 0.80 2.18
Lwrong 1.70 2.92
Hwrong 0.90 0.74
Figure 11. (a) Cost of edges in DARTS with bi-level optimization.
y-axis for cost, x-axis for epochs. (b) Comparison of Cθ , Lθ and
Hθ between the training set and the search set.
Remark 4. Cost from the held-out set may incline towards
positive due to false classification and erroneously captured
uncertainty. Hereby catastrophic failures (P3) occur in
bi-level optimization.
6. Discussion
In this work we study the underlying mechanism of wiring
discovery in differentiable neural architecture search, mo-
tivated by some universal patterns in its evolution. We in-
troduce a formulation that transfers NAS to a tractable local
cost minimization problem, unifying existing frameworks.
Since this cost is not static, we further investigate its assign-
ment mechanism and learning dynamics. We discover some
implicit inductive biases in existing frameworks, namely
• The cost assignment mechanism for architecture α is
non-trivially different from the credit assignment in
gradient back-propagation for parameters θ. Exagger-
ating this discrepancy, base architectures and training
schemes, which are expected to facilitate the search on
intermediate edges, turn out to backfire on them.
• During training, cost decreases from positive and even-
tually turns negative, promoting the tendency of topol-
ogy growth. If this cost-decreasing process is hindered
or reversed, as in bi-level optimization, there will be a
catastrophic failure in wiring discovery .
In sum, some topologies are chosen by existing differen-
tiable NAS methods not because they are generally better,
but because they fit these methods better. The observed reg-
ularity is a product of dedicated base architectures and
training schemes in these methods, rather than global
optimality. This conclusion invites some deeper questions:
Are there any ways to circumvent these biases without sac-
rificing generality? Are there any other implicit biases in
existing NAS methods? To this end, we hope our work can
evoke an open discussion on them. We also hope our analyt-
ical framework can get ones equipped for future theoretical
study of differentiable neural architecture search.
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A. Evolution details of DARTS and DSNAS
A.1. DSNAS (single-level optimization)
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Figure 12. Evolution of the wiring topology with the largest proba-
bility in DSNAS. Edges are dropped in the beginning. Final cells
show preference towards width.
Figure 13. Evolution of pα on each edge in DSNAS. 7, 8, 11, 12,
13 are intermediate edges where None dominates others. This
domination is manifested as the width preference. The rest are
input edges, where None only dominates in the beginning. Other
operations then become the most likely ones, exhibiting the growth
tendency.
A.2. DARTS (bi-level optimization)
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Figure 14. Evolution of the wiring topology with the largest prob-
ability in DARTS. Most edges are dropped in the beginning, all
edges are dropped after 50 epochs of training.
Figure 15. Evolution of pα with epochs on each edge in DARTS
with bi-level optimization. Different from those with single-level
optimization, all edges are gradually dropped with training going
on. At the end of the evolution, None has the largest probability
on all edges.
B. Unifying differentiable NAS
B.1. DARTS
Different from SNAS, DARTS (Liu et al., 2018) utilizes an
attention mechanism to construct the parent network. To
align with (4), we show that with Zˆki,j =
exp(αki,j)∑
m exp(α
m
i,j)
:
∂L
∂αi,j
=
∂L
∂xj
∂xj
∂αi,j
= [
∂L
∂xj
Oi,j(xi)]c
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
= [
∂L
∂Zˆi,j
]c
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
=
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
C(Zˆi,j),
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where as in (4) [·]c denotes · is a cost function independent
from the gradient calculation w.r.t. α.
B.2. ProxylessNAS
ProxylessNAS (Cai et al., 2018) inherits DARTS’s learning
objective, and introduce the BinnaryConnect technique to
empirically save memory. To achieve that, they propose the
following approximation:
∂L
∂αi,j
=
∂L
∂Zˆi,j
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
≈
∑
k
[
∂L
∂Zki,j
]c
∂Zˆki,j
∂αi,j
=
∂Zˆi,j
∂αi,j
C(Zi,j),
where as in (4) [·]c denotes · is a constant for the gradient
calculation w.r.t. α. Obviously, it is also consistent with (4).
C. Cost mean when stacking 8 cells in DSNAS
Figure 16. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) (a) at initialization and (b) near θ’s convergence of
by stacking 8 minimal cells.
Figure 17. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) (a) at initialization and (b) near θ’s convergence by
stacking 8 original cells as in DARTS and SNAS.
D. Proof of Thm. 1
Theorem 3. A path does not distribute cost from its output
edge after passing one intermediate edge.
C(Zs0,2) =
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 = 0.
Proof. For each intermediate edge, three operations (ReLU,
Conv/pooling, BN) are sequentially ordered. To prove
Thm. 1, we analyse the effect of each operation on the
X_1
X_0 X_3
X_2 X_4
edge3
edge1
edge2
edge0 edge4
Input Edge Intermediate Edge Output Edge
Figure 18. A minimal cell is a cell with 2 intermediate nodes (or-
ange), two input nodes and one output node (blue). Edges con-
necting input nodes and intermediate nodes (edge0− edge3) are
called input edges; edges between two intermediate nodes are
intermediate edges (edge4); others are output edges which are
skip-connections and concatenated together.
cost assignment in the intermediate edge. Let X02 ∈
RB×Cin×Win×Hin denotes the input of Conv operation in
edge 46,X ∈ RB×Cout×Wout×Hout denotes the Conv oper-
ation output, W ∈ RCout×Cin×K×K is the filter weight in
the Conv operation. The full proof consists of three follow-
ing steps.
Step 1: By expanding C(Zs0,2) at path (4-3-2-0), we have:
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 =
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
X02 . (10)
Step 2: Utilizing the linear property of Conv operation,
we can simplify the above equation as:
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
X02 =
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X. (11)
Proof of Step 2: To derive Eq.(11), we first calculate the gra-
dient w.r.t Conv input X02 (black-underlined part). Note
that win (wout), hin (hout), cin (cout) and b denote the in-
dex of width, height, channel and batch dimensions of Conv
input (output), and K is the Conv filter width and height.
[
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
]
bcinwinhin
=
∑
cout
win
hin∑
wout=win−K
hout=hin−K
∂Lθ
Xbcoutwouthout
Wcoutcin(win−wout)(hin−hout).
(12)
Based on Eq.(12), we can simplify the left part of Eq.(11)
by doing an element-wise calculation on the width (w),
6We do not consider ReLU operation (before Conv) here, since
ReLU operation obviously satisfies the proof. Thm. 1 can be easily
generalized to pooling operations.
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height (h), channel (c) and batch (b) dimensions.
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
∂X
∂X02
X02
=
∑
b,cout,win,hin
win∑
wout=win−K
hin∑
hout=hin−K
∂Lθ
∂Xbcoutwouthout∑
cin
Wcoutcin(win−wout)(hin−hout)[X
0
2 ]bcinwinhin
=
∑
b,cout,wout,hout
wout+K∑
win=wout
hout+K∑
hin=hout
∂Lθ
∂Xbcoutwouthout∑
cin
Wcoutcin(win−wout)(hin−hout)[X
0
2 ]bcinwinhin
=
∑
b,cout,wout,hout
∂Lθ
∂Xbcoutwouthout
wout+K∑
win=wout
hout+K∑
hin=hout∑
cin
Wcoutcin(win−wout)(hin−hout)[X
0
2 ]bcinwinhin
=
∑
b,cout,wout,hout
∂Lθ
∂Xbcoutwouthout
Xbcoutwouthout
=
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X,
(13)
where the second equality holds by changing the order of
indexes win, hin, wout, hout. Using the linear property
of Conv operation, the red-underlined part in the forth
equality can be derived due to:
Xbcoutwouthout =
∑
cin
wout+K
hout+K∑
win=wout
hin=hout
Wcoutcin(win−wout)(hin−hout)[X
0
2 ]bcinwinhin .
(14)
Step 3: We have shown Conv/pooling operations does not
change the cost value in the intermediate edge, so next we
analyse the effect of batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy,
2015) on the cost assignment. Exploiting the property of
batch normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015), we have:
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X =
∂Lθ
∂X
X = 0. (15)
Proof of Step 3: Similar as step2, we compute the gradient
w.r.t. the Batch Normalization inputX (black-underlined
part). Before we start, we first show the batch normalization
process as below:
µc =
1
BD
∑
b,d
Xb,c,d, σ
2
c =
1
BD
∑
b,d
(Xb,c,d − µc)2 ,
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d =
Xb,c,d − µc√
σ2c
, [X23 ]b,c,d = γc ∗ [Xˆ23 ]b,c,d + βc.
(16)
where X and X23 denote the input and output of BN
operation, µc and σ2c are the mean and variance statis-
tics of c-th channel. Note that d denotes the spatial size
Width × Height. Then, the gradients with respect with
the output Xb,c,d (black-underlined part) are calculated
based on chain rule:
∂Lθ
∂Xb,c,d
=
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d
+
∂Lθ
∂µc
∂µc
Xb,c,d
+
∂Lθ
∂σ2c
∂σ2c
Xb,c,d
(chain rule)
=
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc√
σ2c
+
∂Lθ
∂µc
1
BD
+
∂Lθ
∂σ2c
2(Xb,c,d − µc)
BD
=
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc√
σ2c
− 1
BD
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc√
σ2c
− γc√
σ2c
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d
CD
.
(17)
where the gradients with respect with the mean µc (∂Lθ∂µc )
and variance σ2c (
∂Lθ
∂σ2c
) are shown as below:
∂Lθ
∂µc
=
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
∂µc
− ∂Lθ
∂σ2c
∂σ2c
∂µc
(chain rule)
= −
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc√
σ2c
−
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂σ2c
Xb,c,d − µc
BD/2
= −
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc√
σ2c
,
∂Lθ
∂σ2c
=
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
∂σ2c
(chain rule)
= −γc
2
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d − µc
(σ2c )
3/2
= −γc
2
∑
b,d
∂L
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d
σ2c
,
(18)
where the orange-colored term is strictly 0 due to the stan-
dard Gaussian mean property
∑
b,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d
BD = 0.
After getting the specific form of the black-underlined
part, we can directly derive Eq.(15) by doing an element-
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wise calculation:
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X =
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γcXb,c,d√
σ2c
−
∑
b,c,d
γc
BD
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2c
− γc
BD
∑
b,c,d
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
)
Xb,c,d√
σ2c
=
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc(Xb,c,d − µc)√
σ2c
−
∑
b,c,d
γc
BD
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2c
− 1
BD
∑
b,c,d
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
)
γc(Xb,c,d − µc)√
σ2c
=
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γc[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
−
∑
b,c,d
γc
BD
(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2c
=
∑
c
γc(
∑
b,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)(1−
∑
b,d
[Xˆ23 ]
2
b,c,d
BD
)
= 0,
(19)
where the orange-underlined term is strictly 0 due to the
standard Gaussian mean property
∑
b,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d
BD = 0,
the last equality also holds due to standard Gaussian vari-
ance property
∑
b,d
[Xˆ23 ]
2
b,c,d
BD = 1.
This result is consistent with (Tian, 2018), in which batch
normalization is proved to project the input gradient to the
orthogonal complement space spanned by the batch nor-
malization input and vector 1. Note that this result can
be generalized to arbitrary back-propagation path involv-
ing intermediate edges and other normalization methods,
like instance normalization (Ulyanov et al., 2016), layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016). See Appx.G.
One exception from the proof above is the skip operation,
in which no BN is added. Let X02 ∈ RB×Cin×Win×Hin
denotes the input of skip operation in edge 4. We have
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X02
X02 =
∂Lθ
∂X23
X23 . (20)
where X23 = X
0
2 . Obviously, if skip is sampled on edge
4, it does not block the cost assignment as in Thm 1. How-
ever, the influence of the skip operation on edge 4 can be
ignored since the cost magnitude is much smaller than other
operations.
E. Proof of Thm. 2
Theorem 4. Cost at output edges of the last cell has the
form CZ = Lθ − Hθ. It is negatively related to classifi-
cation accuracy. It tends to be positive at low accuracy,
negative at high accuracy.
Cross
Entropy
Batch 
Normalization
Adaptive
AvgPool2d(1) Linear Softmax𝑋" 𝑌𝑋$ 𝑋%
𝑋ReLu+Convor Pooling
Operation
Figure 19. Post-processing the output from the last cell for loss.
Proof. Negatively related: We can first prove that for the
last cell’s output edges cost of one batch M with sampled
architecture Z has an equivalent form:
CZ =
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X4]b,c,d
[X4]b,c,d
=
1
BD
∑
b,c,d,n
[−wcnb +
exp(Ybh)∑
q exp(Ybq)
wch][X4]b,c,d
=
1
B
∑
b,c,n
[−wcnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
wcn][Xp]b,c
=
1
B
∑
b,n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn]
=
1
B
∑
b,n
[− log(exp(Ybnb)) +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn+
log(
∑
q
exp(Ybq))− log(
∑
q
exp(Ybq))]
=
1
B
∑
b
[− log exp(Ybnb)∑
q exp(Ybq)
+
∑
n
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
log
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
]
= Lθ −Hθ,
(21)
where Lθ is Eq.3,Hθ is the entropy of network output, nb is
the corresponding b-th image class label, wch is the weight
parameter in the linear layer, [Xp]b,c = 1D
∑
d[X4]b,c,d is
an element of the output from the adaptive average pooling,
Ybn =
∑
c[Xp]b,cwcn is an element of the output of the last
linear layer. Obviously, the cost sum is positively correlated
to the loss, thus negatively correlated to the accuracy. With
Ybn denoting the output of n-th node from b-th image, we
have
CZ =
1
B
∑
b,n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn]. (22)
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We conduct experiments and record onCZ , Lθ andH single
minimal cell by fixing α and uniform sampling network in
DSNAS, updating θ for 150 epochs (Fig. 20). We also fixα
and update θ for 50 epochs in DARTS (Fig. 21). The results
validate this proof. Their dynamical trends also validate Eq.
5.3 and Remark 1.
Figure 20. CZ , Lθ , H in DSNAS. X-axis is the epoch number,
y-axis on the left is for Lθ and H and the right is for CZ . Note
that the unit for CZ is magnified to show its trend.
Figure 21. CZ , Lθ , H in DARTS in training set. X-axis is the
epoch number, y-axis on the left is for Lθ and H and the right is
for CZ . Note that the unit for CZ is magnified to show its trend.
Fig. 22 shows the result on the search set of DARTS. Note
that the search set if a set of data used to train α, held-out
from the training of θ. Curves in this figure illustrate our
analysis in Remark 4. The loss decelerates its decreasing
comparing with the loss in training set (Fig. 21), while the
entropy keeps decreasing.
Positive at low accuracy: Exploiting normalization and
weight initialization, we have:
Eθ0 [CZ > 0],
Note that in our derivation, we follow the commonly used
Figure 22. CZ , Lθ ,H in DARTS in search set. X-axis is the epoch
number, y-axis on the left is for Lθ and H and the right is for CZ .
Note that the unit for CZ is magnified to show its trend.
parameter initialization method. With [Xp]b,c ∼ N (0, ·),
wc,n ∼ N (0, ·) at the initialization point, we have y1, y2 ∼
N (0, ·) and Ey1,y2∼N (0,·)[y1 exp (y1 + y2)] > 0, thus we
can prove Eθ0 [CZ > 0].
Negative at high accuracy: With operation parameters up-
dated towards convergence, the probability of b-th image
being classified to the correct label nb increases towards 1.
Since Ybnb = max {Ybn}, we have
CZ ∝
∑
n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybn]
≤
∑
n
[−Ybnb +
exp(Ybn)∑
q exp(Ybq)
Ybnb ] = 0.
Fig. 23, Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 shows the comparison of Lθ
and Hθ in the training set and the search set, which validate
this proof. Note that the increase of the negative cost for
correct classification in later epochs is mainly because the
probability of b-th image being classified to the correct label
nb increases towards 1.
Figure 23. CZ , Lθ , H in DSNAS for (a) correct classification and
(b) wrong classification.
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Figure 24. CZ , Lθ , H in DARTS for (a) correct classification and
(b) wrong classification in training set
Figure 25. CZ , Lθ , H in DARTS for (a) correct classification and
(b) wrong classification in search set
F. Details for empirical study in Sec. 5.4
In Sec Sec. 5.4, we introduced our empirical study to il-
lustrate the distinctive role of intermediate edges. Here we
provide more details to help readers understand our design
of ablation. Fig. 26 shows the cost of edges in simplified cell
(Fig. 9(a)), averaged over operations. The variation here is
mainly different operation combination on edges, including
fixing to one operation. Ones can see that edge(1, 2) always
has the largest cost. Fig. 27 shows experiments on modified
cell (Fig. 9(b)), where edge(1, 3) is deleted. When we still
sample operation on edge(0, 1), the cost on edge(1, 2) is
still larger than edge(0, 1) and edge(0, 2), as shown in Fig.
27(a)&(b). This is only altered by also fixing the operation
on edge(0, 1). In sum, the existence of edge(1, 3) and the
sampling on edge(0, 1) are two major factors causing the
discrimination towards the intermediate edge.
Interestingly, even though in DARTS None is excluded and
a post-hoc derivation scheme that select edges with top-k
α is designed, intermediate edges are barely chosen. This
can be explained with the phenomena here. Since the cost
on intermediate edges are positive most of the time, their α
must be smaller than other edges.
Figure 26. Averaged cost on each edge by (a) sampling
none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 1), edge(0, 2), edge(1, 2),
(b) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 1), edge(0, 2)
and sampling none/skip/pool on edge(1, 2), (c) sampling
none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 1), edge(0, 2) and sampling
none/conv on edge(1, 2), (d) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on
edge(0, 2), edge(1, 2) and sampling none/conv on edge(0, 1),
(e) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 2), edge(1, 2)
and sampling none/pool/skip on edge(0, 1), (f) sampling
none/skip/pool/conv on edge(1, 2) and fixing operation on
edge(0, 1), edge(0, 2). edge(1, 2) always has the greatest cost.
G. Further discussion
G.1. Other Normalization Methods
Ones may wonder if the inductive bias discussed in the
work could be avoid by shifting to other normalization units,
i.e. instance normalization (Ulyanov et al., 2016), layer
normalization (Ba et al., 2016). However, they seem no
option than BN. The cost of instance normalization (affine-
enabled) and layer normalization (affine-enabled) is the
same as that of batch normalization. As an example, we
show that layer normalization still satisfies Thm. 1. The
proof of instance normalization is similar.
Proof: The layer normalization process is shown as below:
µb =
1
CD
∑
c,d
Xb,c,d, σ
2
b =
1
CD
∑
c,d
(Xb,c,d − µb)2 ,
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d =
Xb,c,d − µb√
σ2b
, [X23 ]b,c,d = γb ∗ [Xˆ23 ]b,c,d + βb.
(23)
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Figure 27. Averaged cost on each edge by deleting edge(1, 3)
and (a) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 1), edge(0, 2),
edge(1, 2), (b) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 2),
edge(1, 2) and sampling skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 1), (c) sam-
pling none/skip/pool/conv on edge(0, 2), edge(1, 2) and fixing
operation on edge(0, 1), (d) sampling none/skip/pool/conv on
edge(0, 2) and sampling none/pool/conv on edge(1, 2) and fixing
operation on edge(0, 1). Only in (c) and (d) edge(1, 2) has lower
cost. The cost on edge(0, 1) being close to zero here also validates
our proof of Thm. 1 in Appx. D.
Similarly, we have:
∂Lθ
∂X23
∂X23
∂X
X =
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γbXb,c,d√
σ2b
−
∑
b,c,d
γb
CD
(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2b
− γb
CD
∑
b,c,d
(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
)
Xb,c,d√
σ2b
=
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γb(Xb,c,d − µb)√
σ2b
−
∑
b,c,d
γb
CD
(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2b
− 1
CD
∑
b,c,d
(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
)
γb(Xb,c,d − µb)√
σ2b
=
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
γb[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
−
∑
b,c,d
γb
CD
(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)[Xˆ
2
3 ]b,c,d
Xb,c,d√
σ2b
=
∑
b
γb(
∑
c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X23 ]b,c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d)(1−
∑
c,d
[Xˆ23 ]
2
b,c,d
BD
)
= 0,
(24)
where the orange-underlined term is strictly 0 due to the
standard Gaussian mean property
∑
c,d
[Xˆ23 ]b,c,d
CD = 0,
the last equality also holds due to standard Gaussian vari-
ance property
∑
c,d
[Xˆ23 ]
2
b,c,d
CD = 1.
Interestingly, the cost mean statistic collected on different
edges by using affine-disabled instance normalization are
exactly zero, and they will still be zero after training. Fig.
28 shows the cost mean statistic.
Figure 28. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) by using affine-disabled instance normalization.
We can derive the cost function C(Zsi,j) by using affine-
disabled instance normalization. Based on the path (4-3-0)
(or (4-3-1), (4-3-2)), we write the cost function explicitly on
edge2 (edge3, edge4). The cost function on edge2 (edge3,
edge4) is derived to be zero for all operations.
C(Zsi,j) =
∑
b,c,d
∂Lθ
∂[X34 ]b,c,d
[X03 ]b,c,d
=
1
D
∑
b,c
∂Lθ
∂[Xp]b,c
∑
d
[X03 ]b,c,d
= 0
(25)
where
∑
d[X
3
4 ]b,c,d = 0 (instance normalization property).
The cost on edge0 (edge1) can be derived in a similar way
and follows the same conclusion as edge2 (edge3, edge4).
G.2. Stacking order in operations
Another consideration could be to change the order of Conv,
BN and ReLU units in operations. In our proposed frame-
work, we can show that both theoretically and empirically,
same phenomenon would occur.
Fig. 29 shows the cost mean statistic on different edges by
using Conv-ReLU-BN or Pooling-BN order in the minimal
cell structure.
Figure 29. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) (a) at initialization and (b) near convergence of θ by
using Conv-ReLU-BN order.
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Fig. 30 shows the cost mean statistic on different edges by
using Conv-BN-ReLU or Pooling-BN order in the minimal
cell structure.
Figure 30. Cost mean statistics for each operation (x-axis) on each
edge (y-axis) (a) at initialization and (b) near convergence of θ by
using Conv-BN-ReLU order.
The proof in Appx.D and Appx.E are also valid after the
change of order, since the order of ReLU operation does not
make a difference.
